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KENTUCKIAN, A CLARK MAN,
BOOSTED BY WILSON

IS

FORCES.

Baltimore, June 24. A compromise between the democratic
factions
contending
over the temporary ohairman-ehiof the democractic national convention was said to
have been reached this after-

p

noon.

It was reported mat

Y

Alton

Parker of- New York, slated for temporary chairman
and opposed by W. J. Bryan,
meet Mr. Bryan and
would
read to him the speech Mr.
Parker has prepared. This
speech is declared to be both
progressive and aggressive.
The Parker forces believe
it will meet many of Mr. Bryan's objections. If, after reading the speech, Mr. Bryan still
Insists upon his objection to
Parker the latter then will be
selected by th4, national committee, but will decline to
serve.
This report of a compromise arrangement gained confirmation later when it was
announced a conference was
being held in Mr. Bryan's
rooms, Mr. Parker, Mational
Chairman Mack and otnf.ia
participating.
B.

-

Baltimore, June 24. The democratic national committee at 2:15 p. m.
this afternoon appointed a committee
of two, Chairman Mack and National
Committeeman P. H. Hall of Nebraska to confer with W. J. Bryan and
Alton B. Parker and their 'eilorj
with a view to preventing a fight on
the floor of the convention over the
selection of temporary chairman. The
committee then adjourned until 7
p. m. "
The national committee took no
vote on the chairmanship before adjournment. It was learned that Committeeman Hall had ibeen the first to
protest against the ratification of
Parker and had been joined by Com'
mitteeman Kramer.
Following the- recess the chairman
announced that an agreement had
been reached to send a committee to
see Mr. Bryan and Mr. Parker to suggest means whereby harmony could
be reached before the convention.
Chairman Mack and Mr. Hall depart
ed to take up peace negotiations.
Mr. Hall made a vigorous address
to the committee declaring the party
rank and file would protest against it
and that the delegates would no
"stand for It."
.
Representative Henry of Texas, who
had been a candiatefor temporary
chairman of the progressive wing, declaring after a conference with Mr.
Bryan that a compromise should easily bze affected since the national
committee had Indicated a disposition to prjevent a clash on the floor.
"I will be eliminated from consideration altogether," said Mr. Henry,
"we will accept any good 'progressive'
for temporary chairman who can be
agreed upon. Senator Kern, Representative Ollie James, Theodore Bet
of California or Senator O'Gormati
will be acceptable."
Friends of "William J. Bryan served
notice on the democratic national
committee just before a short rece
that if the recommenthis afte-nooof Alton
dation of the
n

CITY EDITION

LEADERS VOLUNTEERS

ARE NOTHING TO KEEP

ed to confer with
his departure.

their leader

before

COMMITTEE

NOV

State Ticket In ifllnol
men discussed
Illinois Roosevelt
with him the new party plans to be
pursued In this state. Later a confer
ence was held which was attended by
McCormicV,
Chauncey Depew,
OFFICERS- for
Walter Clyde Jones, candidate
.
nomination for governor In the April
primaries, and others.
A CANDIDATE FOR
Mr. MoCormick said it had been REPUBLICAN NATIONAL ORGANIdecided to form the "progressive reNO
MATTER
ZATION HOLDS A SHORT
' WARFARE.
publican party" In Illinois in opposi
WHAT DEMOCRATS DO
OF COURT.
MEETING
tion to th,e regular republican organi
sation. He said the main elements in
BOYCOTT YOUTH SLAYS AN OLD MAN IN SPITE Of PROGRESSIVES the new iparty at the start would be ARKANSAS
THEY
PUBLISH
MAN
the Illinois progressive republican
and the Roosevelt organization
PROSECUTION AROSE FROM AT PITIABLE SIGHT IN CAMP WHEN EVEN SHOULD HIS SUPPORTERS league
CLAYTON
OF THAT
built up by Mr. Dewey and the other POWELL
THE PRISONERS ARE
ADVISE HIM TO STAY OUT HE
TACK ON BUCK STOVE AND
STATE CHOSEN AS PRESID.
leaders of the Roosevelt men.
EXECUTED.
RANGE COMPANY.
WILL GO ON
It is the expectation of the leaden
ING MEMBER
to place a complete state ticket in the
field including congressional and exeCONVICTION AMERICANS ARE INTIMIDATED A
DIVERSITY
OF
SEC0N&
OPINION cutive candidates.
IS
WHITE
PRESENT
Roosevelt departed for
Colonel
SOL SEVERAL INSURGENT 8TATES AD New York this afternoon. A crowd KANSAS'
OF
UNITED LINED UP BY
COURT
SUPREME
REPRESENTATIVE SENDS
gathered at the station and cheered
DIERS AND FORCED TO PAY
REMANDED
VISE WAITING BEFORE BOLT-INONCE
STATES
A COLLEAGUE TO TAKE HrS
as the colonel entered. ,
HEAVY RANSOM.

KILLED

TEDDY FROM

DAS TEMPORARY

Mc-di- ll

RUNNING

CON-TEMP- T

o'clock.
It was agreed that following the
recess a vote yould be taken on a
motion to sustain the
In its recommendation of Mr. Parker

for temporary chairman.
It was following this agreement
PROCEEDINGS OF NAT10N- that Committeeman
Kremer an
AL COMMITTEE.
announced that the Bryan democrats
would defy the committee If Mr. Par
ker's name is ratified and declared
GLUE JAMES IS MENTIONED that Air.
Bryan would himself lead
the fight as a candidate for the chairNEBRASKAN
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REBELS

WILL URGE HIM AS SUBSTITUTE FOR PARKER.

FIGHT

WIFRE

i. ram '.r ior temporary cnairmnu oi
the couwm.'ou is suntnn 1, h y wi
nominate Mr. uryti u f.e n,i.t.-tiou liuti to oppobe l arktr
J. 'irurt.. Kremo".
tomui!if'jnia:i
BY
FOUND
from .Montana, rami; thev declaration
.
of the iuteutiou of th "progressives
After Mr. Parker had been placed
GUILTY
in nomination before the committee
several speeches were made for and
against his selection. No other noml
nations had been made when the re GOMPERS AND MORRISON HELD MEXICAN INSURRECTOS INJECT HE WILL BE
cess was ordered shortly before
INHUMANITY INTO THEIR
TO HAVE BEEN IN
PRESIDENT

ARE

GAVEL

A

PRESS LEASED

LAS VEGAS DAILY

BRYAN MAY HAVE

"PROGRESSIVE"

.t Wild Oats aren't sown
!n
straight and
narrow rows.

manship.
Mr. Kremer's announcement resulted In secret conferences among the
party leaders who have persistently
said there would be iii compromise
on the chairmanship situation.

mm

ISJOT

DRINK-CRANE-

.

CASE FOR REHEARING.

G. O. P.

PLACE

Nebraska 8tay

With Party.

El Paso, June 24. Word was re
Chicago, June 24. The nomination
June 24. In the
Lincoln, "Neb.,
Chicago, June 24. Powell Clayton,
ceived here that at Velardena Mexi- of a
Governor
of
Aldrich, express republican national
ticket
opinion
pronounced "progressive"
committeeman
Kentucky for Parker,
co, forty federal volunteers captured at Baltimore will make no
or from
Word reached the convention hall
Arkansas, was made temporary
lu ed today, there 1b no occasion for
change
General
rebel
leader, the
Campa, the
by
of Colonel Roosevelt, to lead ganization of the RooseveH party In chairman of the new republican na
that the Kentucky delegation met and
were executed.
Rebel officers vied the plans
tional committee when that body connew party born last Saturday. The Neebraska.
voted overwhelmingly to sustain the
with each other for the privilege of
"The progressives are in the ma vened in executive session today In
statement came from him
selection of Parker as temporary
progressive
conducting these executions. One of after there had been some discussion jority here," he said, "and there is no the Coliseum.
Alva H. H. Martin of
chairman. This action was in spite of
the
pitiable sights was the killing of of the possibility that a
occasion for a new party. To organ- Virginia was named temporary secreOllie James
a protest by Senator-elec- t
"progressive"
to the su a federal volunteer about 65 years old might receive the democratic presi- ize one simply would be to throw the tary.
of- Kentucky, one of Mr. Bryan's state tempt to appeal again
court
United
States, by a rebel soldier hardly out of his dential nomination.
of
A surprise wag the absence of "Withe
preme
Some of the vis- republican machinery Into the hands
supporters.
convic teens.
lliam Allen White of Kansas, from the
itors at headquarters appeared to of reactionaries."
"William J. Bryan may be the candi- which reversed their former
Seventeen Americans In Velardena, thnk that If a recognized
A meeting of the republican state committee meeting and the presenca
date named by the progressives to tion.
progressive
dec! 50 miles west of Torreon, Mexico, re was nominated it
announced
the
Justice
has been called for tomor- of F. B. Stanley of Kansas, In his
Wright
committee
the
Parmight hamper
make the fight against Alton B.
were lined up against a barn independent party.
row night at Omaha to consider the place.
It was explained that Comker of New York, for the temporary sion. of the court. It covered 72 cently
bri
pages and took while a half dozen drink-craze"Will your position be influenced situation regarding the presence of mitteeman White had told the Kan- chairmanship of the democratic na- closely typewritten
threatened summary execution
by any act of the Baltimore conven- the Roosevelt party in the republican sag delegation that h,e was undecided
That was boiug about two hours to read. Bondsmen gands
tional convention.
unless a million dollars ransom was tion?" Colonel
for
were
whether lie could gupport the candi
on
hand
the
and
attorneys
ranks, It Is reported.
Roosevelt was asked.
eonsiderel by the Bryan and Wilson
The "rebels" halted
date of the convention. President Taft
forces today shortly before the na labor men gave notice of an Intention forthcoming.
"It will not be," he replied. "I Bhall
to
and
bu. their threats when $3,500 In gold was
Mr. Stanley accordingly was chosthe
to
an
have
file
Democrats.
for
Wait
appeal
Progressives
not depart from what I said on Saturtional cMnmittec met 'to name the
as state committeeman. F. B.
24. Progres- en
court reverse the conviction paid them. The story was told by a day
June
Wis.,
Madison,
preme
I
the
chairman
settle
and
shall
the
progtemporary
night.
accept
witnesses
here
of
on
to
the
today.
prowill
the
party
refuse
Stanley,
that
here
contempt
sive
throughout the
ground
republicans
contest cas.es.
ressive nomination on a progressive
Americans, they said, had feared
was an ardent Roosevelt
"
a
the
talk
third
until
after
campaign,
of
party
and
shall
Mr. Bryan told Jerry Sullivan of ceedings had been improperly Insti
battle
the
platform
fight
man.
of
a
of
revelation
the
In
once
consequences
he said he was willing
at
were
Today
tuted.
Those
democratic
convention.
New,
proceedings
high
through to the end."
Iowa, "If no one else can be found to
to act with the national committee.
official channels
their
if
The
first
said
through
under
sentences
the
plight
councils
begun.
today
republican
will
candidate
the
be
make the fight I
Governor Johnson of California anWalter F. Brown of Ohio also took
conviction were: Gompers one year; and only witt,the routing, of rebel
on a progressive
for temporary chairman myself."
nounced the personnel of the commit Bryan Is nominated
columns
and
Generals
under
movement his seat. ' Before he entered he kulil
Campa
third
the
party
platform,
Mr. Bryan later mb' "There will be Morrison six months; Mitchell nine
tees on organization which for the
Arjrnmedo after nearly two months
will be dead.' All agree, however, if no plan had been decided on by a progressive candidate for chairman months.present at least will be the managing
of
had
the
facts
men
rtbat
was
begun
depredations,
the
The
three
the
s
charge
Bryan progietssiva inogram Roosevelt members and that he wof '.
Mr.
Parker. If the orogres-sivecommittee of the party. The list was
against
come to light. Campa
to
reached
American
of
Federa
all
officers
should
be defeated Wisconsin's pro sit with the committee and see waat
the
can not agree upon a janaidat
received with eagerness by polticians
men out of
i00
Chihuahua
with
City
of
tion
would favor the formation of was done. The meeting was brief and
the
Labor,
through
gresses
organlza
a
to temporary chairman I will be
both for and against the new party
a
force
3,000
of
involved
men,
becme
official
new
disre
a
had
tion's
publication,
party without Roosevelt at adjourned after the appointment of a
a the first indication of the men who
candidate for temporary chairman
In a quarrel wUh General Orozco and
which would embody the committee of nine to confer with
Gould's
its
head
Justice
garded
Injunction
man
are definitely aligned with Colonel
who
myself unless I can find a
was
name
Stove
and
of
followers
in
jailed.
LaFollette and Bryan. President Taft and ascertain his wishRange company's
Roosevelt:
will be satisfactory to us.'
es regarding' a chairman and the camGeneral, Argumedo,
even go so far as to predict
however, with
Mr. Bryan said he would not take its "boycott list."
Instead of seven members, as was Some
paign,
men
now
about
Is
1,800
the
two
leaders
Justice Wright sentenced Gompers
ravaging
might beconja,
up the fight on the tempore chair
the announced Intention, Governor that these
The committee to wait on the presito one year, the same as upon his state of Durango, pursued by the Johnson named
of the ticket.
IS, all of whom had
manship in the national committee
is composed of:
dent
federal
General
commander.
An
Blanquet.
interesting- dilemma has devet
and that It would be fought out in previous conviction and Morrison to
The committee Is headed
accepted.
Powell
Clayton, Arkansas; Roy O.
six months. John Mitchell was not Argumedo, It Is said, Is arranging to
from the fact that the repuoli- the convention.
by Governor Johnson, who will be act oped
West,
John J. Adams, Iowa;
Illinois;
make
a
his
southward
to
and
way
sentence upon him was
form, ing chairman. The other members cans of "Wisconsin have chosen pro"I will be on hand when the time present
Charles B. Warren, Michigan; Thomas
with
the
His
deferred.
elec
junction
sentence
was
Zapatistas.
first
nine
are:ccmes to make the fight 'n the conSenator Moses E. Clapp, Minne gressive republican presidential
K. Neidringhaus, Missouri; F. W.
months.
sota; Senator Joseph M. Dixon, Mon- tors, who, unless they resign, must
vention," added Mr. Bryan.
New
Harmpishlre;
Newell
Convicted of Neutrality Violation
After Gompers had been sentenced
man for
Asked if he bad found
tana; Senator Miles Poindexter, "Wash appear on the platform ticket as Taft Sanders, Tennessee; Alva H. Martin,
24.
Los
FloRicardo
he
June
attacked
to
Angeles,
an
the
unwrit
decision,
and,
electors,
declaring
according
A.
C.
Mr.
Nebras
Governor
chairman
Aldrich,
Bryan said
temporary
ing;
Virginia; S. A. Perkins, Washington.
to had not. Mr. Bryan and tlu se na- that while "Justice Wright lives In res Magon, Enrique Magon and Ansel- ka; Governor R. S. Vessey, South Da- ten law, they would be morally bound As soon as this committee
has conmo
Figueroa and , Llbrado Rivera, kota; E. A. Van Valkeniurg, editor to vote for the president. Some of ferred
tional committeemen who are with our time, his decision and sentences
with President Taft it is ex
In
found
a
a
federal
disclose
the
mental
more
will
hy
guilty
is
of
the
,jury
electors
concept
expect
resign, it
him in the contest against Parker,
Philadelphia North American; Colonel
that another meeting will be
than two centuries ago, when the court of having violated the neutral W. E. Nelson, owner and editor Kan ed, but leaders are advising no action pected
called and the organization of the comsgreed that Mr. Bryan should, teke no
of
laws
the
United
was
States
a
workman
during
ity
a
or
either
outcome
slave
is
at Baltimore
serf.
sas City Star; former congressman until the
mittee completed with the election of
tart in the proceedings of the r.at'on-s- :
"Information has just come to me the Madero revolution In Mexico, will Richmond Plerson, North Carolina; known.-- '
committee.
The Nebra.Ki leader
a permanent chairman, oecretary and
be sentenced tomorrow. It was stated William R.
.
Prendergast, New, York;
remained in his rooms all dav Anrer-ring that the decision was completed more
other officers.
. '
a
month ago but withheld until nc appeal was made.
than
SEVEN PEOPLE SHOT
James H. Garfield, Ohio; "William AlVictor Rosewater, acting chairman
with visiting delegation leaders.
The four defendant? were said to len "White,
after the close of the Chicago rep.io-licaKansas; Gifford Pinchot,
Hastings on the Hudson, N. Y., June of the old national committee, attendeSeeking to prevent the election of
have become reconciled to having
national
convention.
true
If
he
California; Judge Ben B. Lindsey, 24. Seven persons. Including a wo- d" the meeting, holding the proxy of
Parker, "Wilson supporters Instructed
been convicted of aiding the Mexican Colorado; Matthew Hale, Massachu- man and a small boy, were shot this L.
is obvious."
B. . Moseley of Mississippi.
Robert S. Hudspeth, national commit- inference
The
revolutionists throuii a Junta main- setts; George L. Record, New Jersey; afternoon in a clash between strikers
teeman from New Jc.pey, to vo'o !'r
committee
of nine decided
Los
in
Their
tained
Angeles.
friends,
ColMILLINERY
DRUMMERS MEET
Charles H. Thompson, Vermont;
and special deputies guarding the Na next Monday, in Washington and will
Senator-elec- t'
Ollie James of Kentuc
tional Conduit and Cable company's proceed to the White House
Louisville, Ky., June 24. Louisville however, conducted a demonstration onel E. C Carrlngton, Maryland.
ky, an avowed Champ Clark man,
for a
the prosecuting offi
n- - yesterday against
works, where a strike has been in conference with Mr. Taft.
Johnson
Governor
committee.
The
"
"We cast our support with Ollie
cers.
men ana women wno travel over
The woman probably was
The national committee authorize.!
declared, was merely temporary and progress.
James," said Mr. Hudspeth today, ared
and all the others this committee to
the
wounded
tradi
the
with
country
to
suplylng
time.
to
from
mortally
time
would
be
added
a
man.
C!:ir:t
make the selection
"even tnough he is
nel the
Las
Reach
Federals
Deiiclas
millinery confections that deiight
of national chairman who will have
No date for a meeting of the "com are in a serious jcondltlon.
do this that the cause of the' people!
Las
23.
Deiiclas,
June
Chihuahua,
and
of
wounded
were strikers charge of the
the eye
heart
The others
Everywife and
mittee of 18" has been set The un
and progressive democracy shall not
campaign and to name
(Delayed in transmission.) The main
cause Everyhusband to di
deep in
members will or sympathizers. So far as could be the national committee
the
that
is
derstanding
fail, or if it fails the responsibility
secretary after
bis jeans for the Price of the Easter column of the federal army under
were
fired by the the conference with President
correspond with ieach other by mail learned the shots
will be upon others and not upon us."
Taft
General
Huerta
5
reached
at
here
headgear. The occasion of the gathas soon as the condi guards and not returned by the strik- Sergeant-at-ArmStone was
Mr. Hudspeth
unani
o'clock this afternoon, having cover and telegraph
urged all progresis
in
the
ers.
The
annual convention of the
boy injured was' playing
tions In the several states are ascersives to join in fighting Parker's elet ering
'
'
' National ed the distance from Saucillo, about
'' mously,
the streets.
Millinery Traveling Men's
tion.
16 miles, since 6 o'clock this morn- tained.
asociation, which has a mpmbership
NEW BISHOP TO BEGIN DUTIFR
Despite the fact there was no
.
Delegations are Arriving
600 strong representee
the loading ing. The distance from here to Bach- - formal meeting of Roosevelt follow NTERESTING WEDDING ABROAD. Kansas
City, Mo., June 24. BiahoD
imba
in
the north is about 20 miles.
London, June 24. A wedding t is- Nearly 500 supporters of Governor millinery manufacturer,-- and Jobbers
informal conferences
era
Luocock, who was pastor of the Hyde
today,
Harmon headed by George S. Long, from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The
on both, sides of the Atlantic
were held In whicji Colonel Roosevelt terest
Park Methodist church in this city
the governor's secretary, arrived to- president of the association and the
took place .today In St. George's
leaders
with
situation
until
his recent election as bishop at
discussed
the
IN
TODAY
CONGRESS
The bride the
day. Harmon headquarters at once presiding officer at the convention is
of the new party which sprang Into church, Hanover square.
Methodist Episcopal ' conference
Washington, June 21. Senate Med.
took on a new life.
A. O. Niedlander of Indianapolis.
was Miss Vera Elliott, daughter of in
Minneapolis, has taken farewell of
being last Saturday night.
at 10 a. m.
Statements were issued by the press
Sir Arthur' Elliott, who made his
Senator Joseph N. Dlxon', field gen home in the United States before his former congregation and will leave
Adjourned at 10:32 until 10 a m.
bureau reciting instances when " Mr.
SEARCHLIGHT ON THE SKY
this week for his new home in Heleral of the Roosevelt forces In the
Mrs. E. A. Bishop of Brooklyn, N. Thursday.
Bryan had made complimentary refersucceeding to his title. The bride- ena, Mont Bishop Luccock is to
his
with
talked
House:
Met at noon.
fight,
ence in Jils speeches to Harmon.
Y., says: "I should like to have the
groom was Edward Boies "Cowles, a have
supervision of the Methodist
Recelverd president's message ask chief.
The arrival of the Albama delega- merits of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegeson of. the late David S." Cowles of
conferences in Montana, Idaho and
tion with Underwood banners flying table Compound thrown on the sky ing appropriation ior army maneuGovernor Johnson of California, on Rye, N. Y.
North and South Dakota. ,
whom rests a part of the responsibil
gave renewed vigor to the Underwood with a searchlight, so that all suffer- vers.
Adjourned at 1:30 p. m. .until noon ity of the appointment of the commit
campaign.
ing women could read and be conEDITORS MEET IN CHICAGO.
tee of seven which will map the first Chicago, 111., June 24. Hundreds of
Probably the largest contingent ar- vinced that there is a remedy for Thursday.
i
NEW RATE SUSPENDED
rived today from Indiana The Mar- their ills. Fqr years I was a great
chart for the voyage of the new pafl newspaper editors and publishers
June 24. A general
Washington,
en600
shall special brought
of his
sufferer from organic female troubles-anARMY APPOINTMENTS
ty, was the next to confer with the from all sections of the country are
tariff filed on behalf of the southwestGif-- j
thusiastic supporters.
Later two
and
colonel.
Garfield
R.
James
had despaired of ever being well
in Chicago lor the annual meeting ern railroads
Washington, June 24. After consul
increasing by about 10
more special trains will arrive.
again, but found relief in Lydia E. tation with Secretary Stimson, Presi- ford Pinchot followed.
of the National Press association, per centhe
freight
charges of cotton
Efforts were continued today to Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which dent Taft today announced these army
No statement was made by Colonel which assembled today for a three seed
from
products
points in Oklahoconeffect compromises among the
I tried as a last resort."
Roosevelt.
He said he did not' ex days session. The Illinois Press as- ma to destinations in Texas
appointments:
and othFor nearly 40 years Lydia E. Pinktesting' delegations to the democratic
To be major general William "W. pect to make any untilssome "definite sociation is holding Its annual meeter states, today was suspended by the
ham's Vegetable Compound has been Witherspoon, now commanding
the program of progress" was formulated. ing in conjunction with the meeting Interstate commerce commission
il
(Continued on Page Four)
the standard remedy for female Ills. department of the gulf at Atlanta. - The Illinois Roosevelt men expect of the national organization.
December 28, next ..
,

Washington, June

Samuel uom

24

pers, Frank Morrison and John Mitch
ell, the labor leaders, today were held
guilty of contempt of court by the
supreme court of the District of Co
lumbia, in connection with a court's
iniunction in the Bucks Stove and
Ranee boycott case. They will at
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It took him houri
ceremony.
to recover from his regret. The sudden change of manner in the your.?
woman was heartrending. All the sunshine of which there had been plenty
when the tip was In prospect left her

IN

CITY OF NEW

RIPLEY IS
,

A

MEAN OLD

face.
At a somewhat famous oyBter and
ohophouse on Sixth avenue there Is a
civil waiter to whom Connor haS been
known by eight for several years and
LET
WAITERS
CLAIM DIVINE RIGHT from whom the former has naturally SANTA FE PRESIDENT WONT
JOHNSON-FLYNseries
MEN
extended
ATTEND
THE
somewhat
received a
TO EXACT TRIBUTE FROM
of tips. He seemed a fair subject for
FIGHT
DINERS

THING

YORK?

Investiexperiment a,nd the antl-tlgator felt inclined to flatter himself
on his cleverness when he succeed od
in consuming oysters and ale to the
exact amount of the loose change In
his pocket 70 cents.
When he had slowly counted out
the money he placed It on the check,
which lay on the table, and, with an
affected nonchalance he was far from
feeling, lit a cigarette. The waiter,
who had watched the counting out
process, picked up the ticket and
money doubtfully and walked, In a
halting way, toward the cashier's desk
turning once or twice to look over hl
p

If you wouli lik to know how a
man fares in New York restaurants
who Is perfectly willing to pay for
what he eats, but objects to tipping
the waiter, uead this story, says the
Cleveland Plalndealer.
The meal ordered by Connor was for
two persons and was of a fairly generous character. The amount of the
check was $1.90 and It waa paid with
a $2 bill. The waiter, who was a very
tali person with sad eyes and enorInmously, large hands, looked a little
dignant when he figured out the chances of his enrichment, but still seemed hopeful when he came back with
a plate with two nickels upon It.
When top lawful owner of these nickels calmly pocketed them and arose
to go the sad eyes of the waiter flrat
grew wrathy, then Indescribably pa
thetic.
The man looked across the room at
one of his colleagues and coughed
harshly and discordantly to attract his
attention. He then shrugged his shoulders, and Sarah. Bernhardt at best
never got more expression Into a
shrug than did this New York waiter.
He bestowed upon the two offenders
who In his eyes doubtless were
equally guilty a glance of pity that
was simply heartrending.
Certain styles prevail In Sixth avenue restaurants as in shops. Everyone knows the social difference between Broadway and Sixth avenue
For this reason a Broadway establishment was selected the next day as
the second scene of the experiment.
The proprietors made their fortune on
Sixth avenue and their patrons have
brought many of the fashions of that
etreet to the new place. The decorations are very sumptuous, the band
of music noisy and the women, as a
rule, very blond.
The scale on tips In vogue at this
place Is high and dependent largely
upon the condition of sobriety, or Insobriety, of the donor at the time he
ieaves. Five dollar bills are occas- -

shoulder.
"Say, Mr. Connor,"

he whispered,
leaning over his customer's chair,
"let me fix this check if you're broke.
You can pay me again."
UNION

FOR WORLD CHRISTIAN

London, June 24. In Lambeth Pal
ace, the historlo home of the Archbishop of Canterbury, , a small group
of English and American churchmen
assembled today to confer on plans
whereby unity of Christendom may be
In attendance on the
accomplished.
conference were the Archbishop of
Contertoury, the Archbishop of York
and several other eminent perlates of
the church of England and a commis
sion representing the Episcopal church
n America,
The American commis
sioners present were Bishop Ander-son of Chicago, Bishop Vincent of
Ohio, Bishop Hall of Vermont and the
Rev. Dr. William T. Manning, rector
of Trinity church, New York, City.
The Importance of this conference

to the
yellow haired boyssrSteAUy
grief, no doubt, or tne Deaiamonea
and dollar
women they accompany
and half dollar tips are as common as
,

i

1

can scarcely be overestimated. It
marks the first tangible step In the
colossal scheme for the union of all
the Christian denominations of the
world into one church. The movement for Christian unity was started
by the American Episcopal church.
It has received the support of emin
ent clergymen and laymen In all the
leading denominations in America
and the approval of the beads of the
established church in England and
the. old Catholic chardh on the continent of Europe. '
The purpose of the present confer
ence, which might be termed a subcommittee meeting, is to discuss ten
tative plans for the great world con
ference that It is proposed to hold
some time within the coming year.
New York has been suggested as the
meeting place for this conference,
which will endeavor to agree on a
statement of what is fundamentally
necessary in each denominational sys
tem of doctrine and dogma, and to
evolve from these universally accept
ed fundamentals of faith a basis upon
which an undivided church may be

baked potatoes.
On this occasion the waiter was
courteous and attentive. He made
many Inquiries as to the quality of
the food and expressed the hope every
five minutes that everything was sat
isfactory. When the fatal' moment
came there was a change. The daring customer remembering the warn
ing he had received decided on a pru
dent course. He secured his hat and
coat while his man had gone for the
change for a $10 bill. Being properly
limbered up, .and prepared for a
sprint if necessary, he waited his re built.
turn with calmness. The servitor ap
proached with an easy air of self-coOn the plate he bore was
fidence.
the change no coin smaller than
half a dollar.
As the last piece disappeared Into
the customer's pocket the waiter's
face was worth watching. It gradually lost Its happy look and slowly froze
Into a glare of hate that was abso
lutely appalling.
In the mens cafe at Delmonico's
there is no graded system of tipping
A number of the regular patrons sign
the checks for their meals as they
do in their clubs and fee the waiters
for the whole year at Christmas time
For a man toi pay an ordinary break
fast or luncheon bill in cash there,
however, without leaving a coin on

Kansas City, Mo., June 24. Offi
cials and eroiiloyes of the Atchison,
Topek and Santa Fe will not attend
the Johnson-Flynprize fight at Las
Vegas, N. M. Of course there will be
passenger agents and trainmen there
to handle the crowds, but they will
not go to the fight and no employe
or officials of the road will take a day
off and go to the big fight
An "unofficial" order from E .P.
Ripley, president of the company, has
caused the changing of plans of hundreds of employes for celebrating July
4. The word has gone forth that Mr.
Ripley and many of the high officials
of the road are opposed to prize fighting. While not one of the officials In
Topeka would talk about the matter,
every one admitted that they knew of
Mr. Ripley's vlew and that the employes generally would respect them
and not go to the fight
officials had arranged
Numerous
business tripe for Las Vegas for next
month, but all have postponed these
trips until after July 4. No order that
the men must not att)end the fight has
been or will be issued, but the men
will not be there.
Views are
. E. Inger-solWichita, Kan., June 24.
president of the Midland Valley
railroad, of Pittsburgh, Pa., believes
that from thid present outlook Kansas
will raise 130,000,00 buhsels of wheat
this year.
President Ingersoll is pleased with
the prospects of business this year
He urges the farmers not to worry
about the rain. "The farmers are
not hurt by these rains," says Mr.
Ingersoll. "Plenty of moisture means
bumper wheat alfalfa and corn crops.
Many farmers may think it will'be too
late to sow oats. Back east we never
think of sowing oafs until a good deal
later than It Is now.
"Along the Midland Valley In the
Osage nation, are many thousands of
cattle, which on account of the dry
season last summer could not be sent
to the market and which are being
fattened in the country. A goodly portion of these cattle will be shipped
to the market this season, if conditions are right."
n

c
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Railroad's

Good

Record

June 24. Figures just
Chicago,
compiled show that in 1911 the various railroads of the Pennsylvania
system west of Pittsburgh carried a
total of 32,558,337 passengers and not
one was killed as a result of a train
The density of this traffic,
wreck.
handled' without a fatality, Is Indicated by the fact that the total number
of passengers carried one mile In 1911
was 1,138,329,577.
The Vandalia railroad, part of the
Pennsylvania system, 'has carried

16,- -

204,553 pasesngers in the last five
years, without one killed as a result
of a train accident
Only 43 passengers have been Injured In this period,
including every case requiring surgical or medical attention, however trivial. In these five years the Vandalia
has carried more than 500,000,000 people one mile.
The Grand Rapids and Indiana railway has a record as good as the Vandalia, having had no passenger killed
In a train wreck out of 12,96R,544' passengers carried In the five years ending December 31, 1911. The density
of traffio on this road was practically the same as on the Vandalia,
418,741,704
passengers having been
carried one mile.
The Pennsylvania lines, by which
are deteignated the "Fort) Waytoe
route," the ': Panhandle route" and
various othr smaller made roads, in
1911 carried a total of 26,598,543 passengers hauling 931,823,628 passengers one mile with not one killed as
a result of a train wreck.
With the exception, of 1910, when
three passengers were killed In a train
wreck, the Pennsylvania lines have a
clean record for accidents for the last
five years. Records show that of the
151,802,143 passengers carried on all
bf the lines of the? Pennsylvania system west of Pittsburgh In the last
five years the three mentioned above
weer the only ones killed as a result
of a train accident
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FOR THE GRAND PRIX REVIVAL.
Paris, June 24 ( fowds of peop'
are leaving Paris for the Dieppe cir-

cuit where the Grand Prix automobile
race will be stated at early dawn
e
tomorrow.
It wUl ic the first
road race of International importance held In Europe In nearly
four years and upon Its succeess depends the future of the sport on this
Bide of the Atlantic.
The Dieppe circuit, one leg of
which lies along" the English channel, is the same that was used in the
Grand Prix races in 1907 and 1908.
The circuit is 47.8 miles long, triangular in shape, with approximately 16
miles to a leg. It is claimed to be
the fastest that can be found in
auto-mobil-

IT PAYS TO BUY

WHY

A DVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done
something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod-

France.
The race this year will occupy two
days. It is to be 956 miles In length.
478 miles, or ten laps of the clicult
being run on. each day. The starting
point will be just outside of DIeppn.
The most elaborate arrange) ments
will be made to prevent mob3 invad
ing the track. Nearly ten thousand
soldiers will be stationed at forty-foo- t
intervals along the course, and no
person within the inclosure will be
permitted to cross until the raco is
finished.
There are more than fifty entries
in the race, mostly from France anl
England, though the United States Is
represented by one car, and there are
entries from Italy, Germany, Belgium
and Switzerland. There are practically no limits to the construction of
the cars entered In the first class, so
the manufacturers have had h tve'i
rein to construct cars with the greatest possible speed ability. In viow
of this it is expected that the old
speed records will fall, and that a
new world's mark at road racing will
be established.

uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of
investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of
quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
.
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When Alphonse, always the pink of
Irreproachable politeness and courte
sy, saw that he was to receive noth
lnz In the way of largesse he looked
grieved and stunned for a single mo
ment. Then he pulled himself togeth
er.and redoubled his civilities. He
helped his penurious customer into
htg overcoat, patted the creases out
of his alpine nat, rerouea nis umorena
and escorted him to the door with the
courtesy usually shown to a prince.
- On Twenty-thirstreet there is a
place famous for its "hurry" dairy
d tnr th nrfittiness. neat
ness and wholesomeness of the sir-that serve them. Here all checks are
paid by the customer at the1 cashier
desk, but the writer had been in" tit.
habit whenever he patronized the
place within the last year of rewarding the damsel who served him with
a dime.
In the course of his experiment he
lunched there and dispensed witn uie
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cases be construed either as a sign of
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FRENCH LANGUAGE CONGRESS.
Quebec, June 24. The largest and
most notable gathering ever held In
America of lovers and defenders of
he French language was formally
opened In this city today by Sir Fran-col- s
of

royal highness the governor-genera- l.
Louisiana and other Fren h centers
of the United States, as well as nearly every section of Canada, are represented by delegates. The congress
will devote an entire week to the discussion of questions relating to the
Langalier, lieutenant-governo- r
Quebec, acting in behalf of his preservation, the defense and the cul

ture of the French language In
There Is no real need or anyone being troubled with constipation. Chamberlain's Tablets will cause an agreeable movement of the bowels without
any unpleasant effect Give them
For sale by all dealers.
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mertsly along the old party Hues.
The principles at stake are a broad
anj deep as the foundatons of our

TAFT HEADS REPUBLICAN TICKET; WHILE
Wat.
tiectlci

TEDDY ROOSEVELT FORMS A NEW PARTY
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A SAFE, SOUND

"THOU SHALT NOT

PLATFORM

STEAL"

Convention Hall, Chicago, June 24.
With nearly 350 of the Roosevelt
delegates
declining to vote end
hastening away at adojurnment time
to Render to Col. Theodore Roosevelt
the nomination of a new party, the
fifteenth republican national convention, at the end of a long and tumult
uous session Saturday night renominated William Howard Taft, of Ohio,
for president, and James Schoolcraft
Sherman, of New York for Tlce president.
President Taft received 561 of the
1,078 votes in the convention, or
twenty-onmore than a majority.
. The decision of the Roosevelt people, under direction of their leader,
to refrain from voting, left no other
candidate near the president.
The announcement of the Taft victory was greeted with cheering from
his ' adherents and groans and hisses
from the opposition.
When it became absolutely certain
thai Mr. Taft would be nominated
without great difficulty, the leaders
1b control of the convention decided
to give him as a running mate his
companion on the ticket in 1908.
All others dropped from the race
and Mr. Sherman was tne only candi
date regularly placed before the convention.
A motion from New Hampshire to
make the nomination by acclamation
was declared out of order. There
were many scattering votes on the
roll call that ensued.
The convention, amid much contusion, adjourned sine die.
At no time was there an Indication
of Roosevelt delegates.
of a walk-ou- t
They expressed their revolt by sijuBt before
Jence. In the confusion
adojurnment a resolution was adopt
ed giving the national committee
power to declare vacant the seat of
any man on the committee refusing
to support the nominees of the regular convention of 1912.
Sherman's vote was 597.
A conflict in the Oklahoma delegation over the selection of a national
committeeman was referred with
power to the new national committee.
After the adoption of the platform
the chair announced that nominations
were in order for president. Alabama
yielded to Ohio and at 5:58 p. m.,
Warren G. Harding, of Ohio, took the
platform to nominate Taft.
Harding's insistence that 'the peocries of
ple do rule," was followed byof Tart's
mention
first,
"where?" His
name brought the Taft men to their
befeet and a rousing demonstration

Chicago, June 24. Former President Theodore Roosevelt was nominated for president on an' Independent
licket Saturday night In the dying
hours of the republican national convention In which he had met defeat.
The followers of Colonel Roosevelt
gathered In Orchestra hall, less than
a mile from the Coliseum, and pledged their support to the former president. In accepting the nomination,
Colonel Roosevelt appealed to the people of all sections, regardless of party
affiliation, to stand with the founders
of the new party, one of whose cardinal principles, he said, was to pe,
"Thou shait not steal."
The Informal nomination of Colonel
Roosevelt was said to be chiefly for
the purpose of affecting a temporary
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tomorrow,
Beginning
organization.
when a call is to be issued for a state
convention in Illinois, the work of organization will be pushed forward ra
pidly, state by state.
At a later time, probably early In
tVuguat, It la intended that a national
convention shall be held.
Colonel Rooseevlt In accepting the
aid he did so with the
nomination,
understanding that he would willingas Republican Candidate for President.
William H. Taft,
ly step aside If it should be the de
sire of the new party, when organizgreat disorder. Booing followed every nor play on prejudice. It is not of ed, to select another standard bearer.
Resolutions adopted
nominating
other sentence.
personal pronouns, nor perennial proIt Is not the perturba- Roosevelt follow:
Chairman Root appealed for dig- nouncement.
t
nor
"Wp, delegates and alternates to
tion of a people
nity, fair play and free speech.
the republican national convention
Mr. Harding referred repeatedly to a promise proposed.
internecene strife and almost con"Progression is everlastingly lifting representing a clear majority of the
vulsed th9 convention. He declared the standards that marked the end of voters of the republican party in the
mathat "only once before was the foun- the world's march yesterday and nation and representing a clear
and
of
alternates
delegates
dation of the nation attacked," mak- planting them on new ahd advanced jority
legally elected to the convention In
heights today.
ing reference to the civil war.
'Tested by such a standard, Presi- meeting assembled, make the follow-s
"You have heard much lately about
said.Taft Is the greatest progressive ing declaration:
"Mr.
dent
the people's rule," he
"We were delegated by a majoritj
Chairman and Sirs, the people's rule of the age.
of
republican voters of our respective
reca
in
these
to
is no new discovery
gratifying
sovereign
"Rejoicing
and states to nominate Theo
districts
ords of things done," he continued,
American people.
Roosevelt In the republican na
dore
movement
of
forward
the
"confident
"The American people literally
as the candidate of
to rule in 1776, and there has not to the things we are pledged to do; tional convention
and thereby
our
lor
party
president
and
time
of
the
been and never will be any suspen- mindfuof the spirit
will of the voters as ex
out
the
carry
sion of that power. They ruled when the requirement of poise and papressed at the primaries. We have
they assented to Washington's decli- tience; glad of the new hopes and earnestly and consistently striven to
nation of a third term of the presi- higher aspirations of our people ahd execute the commission entrusted to
dency and when, with prophetic fore- their faith in national progress and us by the party voters.
sight h6 admonished them ever to be the harmony of his purpose here"For five days we have been denied
on guard against the jealousies that with; measuring his capacity by the
in the national convention.
justice
come of misrepresentation,' and tend exactions of experience; testing his Thi9 result has been
accomplished by
to render alien to. one another those patroitlsm by every demand of hon- the action of the now defunct na
who ought to be tied in fraternal af- esty, courage and Justice; knowing tional committee In placing upon the
his devotion to his country and its preliminary roll of the convention and
fection."
Mr. Harding referred later to ihe people, on behalf of Ohio and one
thereby seating upon the, floor of the
"progressives" when he said that he hundred millions of advancing Amer- convention a sufficient number of
had heard men "arrogate" to them- icans, I name for renomination our fraudulently elected delegates to. conselves that title "seemingly forget- great president. William Howard trol the proceedings of the convention.
These fraudulent delegates, once seatting that progression is the first es- Taft.!'
sential to republican fellowship."
ed, have by concerted action with one
another put themselves upon the per"Progression is not proclaimed nor
Old papers for sale. Optic office manent roll, where they constitute
palaver," he said. "It is not pretense
gan.
an Influence sufficient to control the
and
The Roosevelt men sat silent,
and defeat the will of the
convention
underthe Taft cheers was an

under
tone of booing, not easy to locate.
The demonstration had been going
rea
on for five minutes, when a big
was
Taft's
picture
ibanner bearing
started. Bebrought in and a parade
New York,
In
fell
hind the banner
men in
Taft
the
Texas,
Mississippi,
New
Colorado,
Indiana, Nevada,
Montana, MisKentucky,
Hampshire,
If every Taft
souri, until it Beemed as
marching.
was
delegate
on the
The red banner was brought
increased.
the
and
yelling
platform
The Roosevelt men iried to start
'We want Teddy."
answered ' with
Rhode Island
no im"We've got Taft." It made
roar.
pression on the deafening
was
Mrs. Gardner Qf Philadelphia,
and given
the
on
platform
brought
was waved
the Taft banner, which
was mistaken
She
crowd.
the
fore
A.
Logan.
tor Mrs. John
Root and Harding botn tried to stop
the noise after fifteen minutes.
been
After the demonstration had
Chairman
going on for ten minutes,
Root began pounding wun me envei.
It diJ no good. After fit teen minutes
After sixteen
It began to diminish.
and
minutes order was restored,
his
speech.
resumed
Harding
Harding's assertion that x President
' Taft was the greatest progressive of
of
his time," not only evoked a storm
a
started
fight
but
cheers and boos,
back among the delegates where
Maine and Florida were sitting. The
it was severpolice suppressed it, but
was
restored.
before
quiet
al minutes
amid
continued
speech
Harding's
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democracy.
"I feel
that the time has come
when not only all men who believe In
progressive principles, but all who
believe in those elementary maxims
of public and private morality which
underlie successful government should
Join In one movement Therefore, I
ask you to go to your several homes.
to find out the sentiment of the peo
ple at home and then again to come
together I suggest by mass conventionto nominate for the presidency

a progressive candidate on a progres
sive platform and a candidate platform
that will enable us to appeal to north
erner, southerner, easterner and west
erner, republican and democrat alike,
In the name of our common, American
citizenship.
"If you wish me to make the fight.
I will make It, even If
only one state
should etiport me. The only condition" I Impose Is that you shall be entirely free when you come together
to substitute any other man In my
place1 If you deem it better for th
movement, and In such case I will
give him my heartiest support"
Mr.
Kooseveit
denounced "the
bosses" declaring that they do not
represent the masses of the republi
can party and have no kin with Its
founders.
He charged them with
stealing enough votes to dominate the
convention and continued:
"I am In this fight for certain prin
ciples and the first and most Impor
tant of these goes back to Sinai, and
Is embodied In the commandment
Thou Shalt not eteal a nomination'
Thou shait neither steal In politics
nor business.'
"The convention, which today closes Its discreditable career here In Chi
cago, represents a negligible minimum
of the rank and file of the republican
party. But what It has done and
what It has provided for the future
offer material for very serious consid
eration."
Here Mr. Roosevelt reviewed the
work of the national committee In
preparing a temporay Toll call which
Included "90 fraudulent votes and
thereby controlled the convention."
"This fraudulent convention," he
said "chooses a new- - and not less
committee. . There are
fraudulent
those who ask us to stay In the party
which has fraudulently nominated
for the presidency a man who In
spired and profited by the fraud they
ask us to submit to. This fraudulent
convention has provided In its fraud
ulently appointed national committee
a means whereby they can hope once
again four years! hence and with like
impunity overthrow the "will of the
majority ot tho votara at the primaries.
"As for the principles for which I
stand I have set them forth fully in
manv recent speeches.' I hold that
we are reasonably performing a high
duty In Inaugurating this movement
for the (permanent success of practices such as have obtained in the
fradulent convention that has Just
closed its sittings would mean the
downfall of this republic; and we are
nerformlng the most patriotic of
duties when he set our faces like
flint against such wrong."
When Colonel Roosevelt concluded
there was a wild rush for the platform and a score of men scrambled
for the leaves of the colonel's manuscript where h 'nad dropped them.
The cheers almost drowned out the
blare of the band, which valorously
continued to play "There'll Be a Hot
Time in the Old Town Tonight"
Colonel
A speech
nominating
Roosevelt was made by Comptroller
W. A. Prendergast of New York, who
was to, have presented the colonel's
name to the convention. The Hon,
William Draper Lewis, who was to
have made one of the seconding
speeches, delivered the address which
he had prepared for the republican

party as expressed at the primaries.
"We have exhausted every known
means to hold offl this conspiracy and
to prevent this fraud upon the popular will, 'hut without success. "
"We were sent to this convention
bearing the most specific Instructions
to place Theodore Roosevelt in nomination as the candidate of our party
for president and we, therefore, deem
It to be our duty to carry out these
Instructions in the only practical convention.
and feasible way remaining open
Representatives of 22 states comlo us.
posed the notification committee,
"Therefore, be It resolved, That we, which informed Colonel Roosevelt of
representing the majority of the vot- his nomination and, in a sense, stood
ers of the republican party and of the as sponsors for the movement with
delegates and alternates legally elect- others on the committee was Ben B.
ed to the national republican conven- Lindsey, of Denver.
Just before Governor Johnson calltion in compliance with our Instructhe crowd
tions from party leaders hereby nom- ed the meeting to order
as the 3ang patriotic songs, and Imitated a
inate Theodore Rooseevlt
candidate of our party for the office steam roller. When news of the nomof president of the United, States and ination of President Taft reached the
we call upon hint to accept such nom- hall, all the Roosevelt leaders, seemination in compliance with the will of ed pleased. The Information that
Vice President Sherman had been re
party voters.
That
nominated appeared to add to their
"And be it further resolved,
a committee be appointed by the delight
The delegates from the Coliseum
chair lh which to forthwith notify Colonel Roosevelt of the action here tak- convention arrived in a body and
en and request him to appear before marched to the hall, headed by Senaus in this hall as soon as convenient.' tor Clapp, of Minnesota, and the Min
Mr. nesota delegation.
In accepting the nomination,
The New Jersey delegation was
Roosevelt expressed his thanks, and
headed by former Governor Fort.
declared:
"Here comes Texas," shouted some
"In you I recognize the lawfully
elected delegates to the republican one, as Cecil Lyon, defeated Texas
convention who represent the over leader In the republican convention,
whelming majority of the voters who made his way down the aisle.
Mrs. Roosevelt Mrs. Nicholas Long- took part in the republican primaries.
"The present contest cannot be set- - worth, "Miss Ethel, Kermlt and Arch- .

Theodore Roosevelt, Nominee of the New Progressive Party.
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ie Roosevelt arrived early and occupied a box Djetar the stage.
Mississippi Roosevelt delegates
and announced the election of
S. D. Rednon, of Jackson, as the first
national committeeman of the new
party.
with their
Massachusetts
"Massachusetts 18 for Roosevelt,"
arrived next.
When George W. Perkins started
to mount the "companionway" to the
stage, a policeman stopped him and
he had some difficulty in explaining
bis right to a stage seat.
--

When the hall had heen packed the
entire audience arose and joined In
singing "America," after which the
Roosevelt delegates greeted Governor
Johnson as he opened the formal part
of the meeting.
When your child Has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giving
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as may
he required. This remedy will also
liquify the tough mucus and make It
"

easier to expectorate. It has been

us-

ed successfully in many epidemics and
is safe and sure. For sale by all

dealers.
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Richard Hesser arrived this after are beginning to arrive In )Las Vegas tance of almost a mile back from the
roons, 20.
service than an Everitt "30" at $1,250.
enduring
noon from Winslow, Ariz. Mr. Hesser in Increasing numbers to cover the Santa Fe track toward the sand hills,
May 26 Santa Fe, 2; Ma- It haa the power, the speed, the roominess and the comfort
was formerly a resident of Las Vegas.
e
coming down three arroyos mostly,
roons, 7.
battle. Those to
that you need, it is blf enough but not too big. It U as simple .
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward re
Ma- since Saturday afternoon are but flowing from all the country east
May 29 Santa Fe, 0;
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of the tracks. The three arroyos were
turned Saturday night from Mora Sharpe of the Saint Louis
roons, 10.
under the most trying conditions. And it can be operated by ydur- where he had been on official busi
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May 30 Santa Fe, 3;. Ma- elf at a fraction of the usual "automobile upkeep" cost
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ness.
and Kansas City Post, and Max Balt- - Hahn, and the one draining Bear
roons, 10.
This last point Is especially Interesting. ,l:s truth can be readMr.'"i(hr Mrs. Maurice Bendlx re haser and Mark Larkin of the Unit- canyon Itself.
June 1 Albuquerque
8; Ma- ily demonstrated. The car will average 18 miles to the gallon of
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turned' Sunday morning on train No, ed Press and N. B. A
.
f While the water was not particularroons, 15.
fuel. The tires are unusually large, and therefor,
8 front Santa Fe where
W. W. Naughton of San Franciso, ly deep, except In the arroyos, It covthey had been
June 2 Albuquerque, 6; Ma- You need no chauffeur any member of your family can drive aa
for several days.
'
the "old man" of the pugilistic Writ ered a large area, touched at least
roons, 7.
"Everitt 80."
r,
Fireproof paper deroratiorfe, stream ers and dean of ring authorities, will one house, and Is reported to have
June 8 Indians, 2; Ma- should you pay an extravagant price for any automobile,
Why
ers, flags, etc. A. P. Moran.
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arrive Wednesday or Thursday San washed several others away, flowed
roons, 8.
when you can get all the real advantages of the costliest In the
Tom Jf. Taylor, Jr., of Tucumcarl, dy Griswald of Omaha also will
over the Sant Fe tracks and covered
June 9 Indians, 6; Ma- put
"Thirty" at to reasonable fjlgure? Think It over, and let us
was a visitor In Las Vegas yesterday In his
roons, 8.
appearance in a few days, as the country for several miles north
show you the car.
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and today, having arrived from his will Abe Pollock of the Denver News of the two big acequlas which cross
June 11 Colorado Spr'.ugs,
home Saturday night.
and Jocky Maynard, sporting editor the North Fourth street road about
2; Maroons, 9.
H-- F.
Santa Fe Division Superintendent of the Denver Times. Two Associated three miles out, ruined a great quan
June 12 Colorado Springs,
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ts
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writers, representing various and finally came,
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In the contingent of sport writers avenue and the railroad tracks.
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The flood waters, from all reports,
4 1 3.3.1 0
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Prior to the bringing of the suit
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St Louis.
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administer his share of stinging val an hour Just north of Bernalillo yes- close of the melee, possessed fcur
fhrf Missouri state auditor.
terday afternoon. It was Impossible
Sacrifice hits Lyons, Mclntyre. Sac
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re
while
total
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last night to ascertain the truth of
Two base hits
wonderful chance.
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Estray Advertisement

Notice la hereby given to whom It
Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby, given to whom it may concern that the following de
may concern mat me Knowing de scribed estray animal was taken up by
She Why don't you dance; dont
scribed estray animal was taken up by W. T. Curry, Montoya, N. M.
you like It?
One Iron gray horse 4 or
N. M;
He Oh, yes, 1 like It all right, but E. B. Deschampsv Bueyeros,
5 years, black mane and tail.
8 years.
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
cow,
me
out,
to
One
seems
spotted
put
the music always
Branded
and the girl gets In my way.
Branded
M BIEHL, Propietor
E7H On left hip
On left ribs
416 Grand Ave
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
NEEDED NO HELP
On left Jaw
Phone Main 447
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
Said animal being unknown to this
Battery Cliarjini Station
10 days after last appearance of this Board, unless claimed
by owner on or
Automobiles tor Hire
advertisement, said estray will be sow before July 12, 1912, said date being
hv tils Board for the benefit of the 10 days after last appearance of this
owner when found.
advertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit of the
Albuquerque, N. M.
owner when found.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2,12.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
Estray Advertisement
'.CarriageWanufacturerT
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following aeEstray Advertisement
'General Blacksmithing,
scrlbed estray animal was taken up by
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
' Carriage Painting
Rocky Mt Supply Co., Koehler, N. M. may concern that the following deOne Hcht bay horse, 9 scribed estray animal was taken up
by
DEALER IN
Hands nign.
L. E. Lumbley, WeBt Tularosa, N. M.
years, 7o0 lbs., 14
Hardware
andjG
Branded
M
Heavy
One red bald face stag,
"III" about 10
On left shoulder
years, 700 lbs.
Tatters Dat'e a funny sign yer got
Vg:on Material
Said animal being unknown to this
up dere. boss.
Branded
Whatt "Look out for Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Housekeeper
llzi
On left hip
the Dog?"
before July 12, 1912, said date being
RaM nnfmnl tiAfn? unlrnnwn tn thfa
Tatters Tea; dat dog's big enough 10 if nvaw nftoi ln.fit anrtAflrftnoA of this I
j
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
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,
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CLAY AND
by this Board for the benefit of the 10
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owner when found.
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this
for the benefit of the
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by
Albuquerque, N. M,
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when
&
Service
Good Rijjs
Prompt
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2,12
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Phone Matin 71
1202 National Ave
Albuquerque, N, M.
Estray Advertisement
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
Notice in hereby given to whom it
;
may concern that the following de
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken up by
JOHN N. KINNEY
Notice is hereby given to whom It
H. B. Steele of Estancla, N. M.
may concern that the following de
One dark bay male horse
luDITGR
scribed estray animal was taken up by
AND
ACCOUNTANT
S
star In face, white left fore foot,
Federlco Giron, Puertecito, N. M
years, 650 lbs.
One cream colored cow,
PhaSne Main 40.
Elxth and Douglas.
0"7 6 years, 500 lbs., 4 feet
Branded

Iast
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cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate elx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less epace than two
line. All advert I e tnente charged
will be booked at space actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Caeh In advance preferred.
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Invited

cordially

Herman, W. H.;

.

LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO.
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'HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
'
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
I
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
Old Town
Bfet Side Plaza

....

ROMERO ADV. CO

THE

"PUBLICITY EXPERTS"

--

SIGNS FOR YOUR
OFFICE, STORE OR FACTORY
Muslin Signs, Office Lettering
Window Display Card
Wall & Bulletin Display Signs
Ye"w Front
CCC ICWQCW
uLL JLIiuLII Fountain Square
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SHARPENED
Bicycle and
General Repairing

LAWNIMOWERS

Lock and Gunsmith
520-6t- h
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CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N M
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12

WISE KID

r"J"l
j .1

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
pwner when found.

CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st. pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12
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You can reduce the cost of your
Jiving ust half by having our Ice In
your chest You will have no spoiled
saillk or foods and In case of sickness.
you'll find that our pure Ice will be
Remember, our lea
yery beneficial.
Is made from the purest water, If
lear as a crystal, and we give you

accurate weight

Try us when next

Sn need of ice.

COUj

hist

THE CRYSTAL ICE CC.

T)e j

Phone Main 227
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ery
!
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Each age of our lives has its joys.
Old people should be happy, and they
"will be if Chamberlain's Tablets are
taken to strengthen the digestion and
keep the bowels regular. These tab
lets are mild and gentle In their ae
tlon and especially suitable for people
of middle age and older. For sale bj

all

dealers.

Household goods of ev
Apply 803 Jackson.

FOR SALE

Typewriter and chickens,
Seventh street.

0mi

TTTTl

To-wl-

To-wi- t:

:

Cheater A. Huaasu
Attorneys at Law.
New Hextea
Las Vegas.

PHYSICIA.SS

O.

-

DR. H. W. HOUF

FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD NO.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at

1005

members are
welcome.
S. XL Oehring,
president; J. T. Bufcler, secretary;
FOR SALE Horse, harness and bug
C H. Bally, trees arer.
gy.
Cheap.
Inquire Waieraan,
Plaza photographer.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the forest of broth en
irua SALE Buff Plymouth Rock love at Woodmen of the Wori
baor chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
filled until July l. Mrs. M. E. Stev
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Cl
ens. Humboldt, Kan.
Consul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk. VUi
lag neighbors are especially w
come and cordially invited.

FOR SALE Ten large work mares
Apply 620 Grand avenue.

o'clock.
cordially

Visiting

for ilcnt

,

FOR RENT Bedroom. Modern.
ply 1017 Seventh street

A HUNKER

i

.,

UaaeaU Tenple. Mrs. T. & Bow en.
Residence 1016 Fifth St
Worthy Matron;. Jamet O. RuUedge
Office 506V4 Grand Avenue
Worthy patron; Mrs. Oeorg Tripp, Phones Res. Main 293. Office Main 46
Secretary. Phone Main 129, 120 Office hours 10 to 12 m.; 2 to 4 p. m.
Grand avenue.

Ap- -

ONE furnished room

on first floor
with bath and on car line. Inquire
509 Sixth street.

E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541,
of B. B. Meets every Aral

I. O.

LOCAL

TIME

CAHO

EAST BOUND

pan

Arrive
No. I.. . :10 p. m
No. 4.. .11:06 p m.
No. 8.. . 1:15 a. m
No. 10., . 1:45 p. m.

No.

1..

Na

3

1:15
11:10
1:25
1:10

p.
p. at,
a, aa
p.

av

WEST BOUND
1:4S p.
..1:20 p. m
6:16 p.
6: Id a. m

s.

No. 7..
No. 9

4:60 p.
7:00 p.

4:40 p. m.
6:36 p. m.

Helped to Keep Down Expanses
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron, Mich tells
how she did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys and had to go nearly
double.
I tried a sample of Foley
Kidney Pills and they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel

Tuesday of the month in the veetrj
rooms of Temple MonteOore at f
o'clock p. m. Vial tins brothers art
that they saved me a big doctor's
invited.
Isaae Appel bill? O. G. Schaefer and Rod Cross
cordially
President; Charles Greenclay, See Drug Co.
.
r

retary.
Five room house, partly
furnished or unfurnished. Apply KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNClt
.NO. 804. Meets second and foirv
920 Gallinas.
ThurEday in O. R. C. hall. Pione
building. Visiting members are ee
dlally lnvled. Peter Emenaker, G.
K., Richard Devine, F. S.
STOLEN One sm.al bay horse, also
harness and open buggy with red I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
gear. Horse branded TM on left
1. Meets every Monday evening a!
hip. Suitable reward for any infortheir ha'l on Sixth, street All visit
mation leading to recovery.
Ben
Ing brethren cordially Invited to at
Bruhn.
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Wert, Treasurer:
HERMIT LODGE
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
In the midst of tall
The most

FOR RENT

Stolon

pines.

To-wl-
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Meal

ATTOItNEYh

HUNKER
TemM. E. Geo. H. Hunker
O.

Uebeok-(- i

r---

In

eeta

ELKS

E.

Chan eel loi
Cuaiuiauder. Harry
aluriui. Keeper nt
Kcora ana seea.

fourth Tuesday
ienm.
via, da
month at O B C. ball.
brothers are cordially ln'ii-- d
Hunker, Exalted Ku' l
Condon, Secretary.

i t
first and third Frldaya

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO.

beautiful resort on the Scenic High
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it way, excellent trout fishing,
Notioe is hereby given to whom it
aaeommodatloos.
Running
may concern that the touowing demay concern that the following,
mountain
broad
water,
porch- spring
was
taken
up
animal
scribed
by
estray
estray animal was taken np by Milt
rustlo
music.
The
ideal
M.
swings,
N.
Whipple, Alamo,
H. Head, White Water, N. M.
an
Table
for
unexcelled.
place
fe
outing.
t:
white
and
One
bay
t:
One sorrel mare, 750 lbs.,
MRS. S. B. WARNER, in Charge.
male horse, 750 lbs., 5 or 6 years.
10 or 12 years, 14
hands high.
Branded
Branded
On left hip.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
On left shoulder
One bay with white face female
by. local applications, as they cannot
On left hip
8
750
lbs.,
years.
horse,
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
Branded
There is only one way to cure deafBranded
ness, and that is by constitutional
On left hip
to
this
unknown
Said animal being
to this remedies. Deafness is caused by an
unknown
Said
animal
being
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
unless claimed by owner on or ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
before July 12, 1912, said date being Board,
before July 12, 1912, said date being this tube is Inflamed you have a rum
10 dayg after last appearance of this
of this bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
nJirartloamfinf ealfl AdtrfltT will VlA BOlli 10 days after last appearance
aold when it is entirely closed, deafness is
will
said
U
estray
advertisement,
and unless the inflamma
by this Board for the benefit of tbe
the the result,
of
benefit
by this Board for the
School Teacher Bring me that owner when found.
tion can be taken out and this tube
owner when found.
restored to its normal condition, hear
piece of chewing gum you have in
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
your hand.
ing will be destroyed forever; nine.'
v
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
cases out oi leu.are cuuseu uy cuiurni,
M.
N.
Pupil You won't like it; it ain't the
Albuquerque,
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12.
which is nothing but an Inflamed conflavor you chew.
12.
2,
21.
1st nub. June
last pub. July
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
Astray Advertisement
A HOT ONE
for
any case of deafness (caused by
Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Estray
that cannot be cured by Hall's
catarrh)
oeit
whom
to
Notice is hereby given
may concern tnat the following
Cure. Send for circulars, free.
Catarrh
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following deF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75o.
Wm. H. Harris, Jr., Gladstone, N. M. scribed estray animal was taken up by
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiOne gray mare, 4 years Ed Ellis, Dwyer, N. M.
One brown mare 10 years pation.
Branded
old. 800 lbs.
On left shoulder
THEY PUT AN END TO IT
Branded
(.
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St.. Roches
Branded
On left hip
ter, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
On left hip
Kidney Pills at every opportunity
500
11
cow
red
One
years,
old
light
Also one brown mare 10 years
they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble
with star in face bearing the same lbs. .
Branded
had long bothered him. Such
brand.
CB athatrecommendation,
coming from Mr.
On
right'
hip
Also one bay horse.
Sable, is direct and convincing evi
On right shoulder
7V Branded
FG dence of the great curative qualities
On right ribs
of Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
Branded
v
Said animal being unknown to this and Red Cross Drug Co.
Said animal being unknown to this
on
or
owner
claimed
on
or
unless
by
Board,
Board, unless claimed by owner
When Buying, Buy Only the Best
before July 12, 1912, said date being before 'July 12, 1912, said date being
Costs no more but gives the best
of
10
this
last
appearance
10 days after last appearance of this
days after
Results
sold
will
said
be
sold
be
will
estray
advertisement,
said
estray
advertisement,
H. L. Blomquist Esdaile, Wis., says
of
the
benefit
benefit of the by this Board for the
lis wife Considers Foley's Honey an!
Miss Caustlque 1 celebrate my by this Board for the
Tar Compound the best cough cure
owner when found.
owner when found.
twenty-secon- d
birthday tomorrow.
"She has tried va
on the market
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Miss Antique So do L
rious kinds but Foley's gives the beet
'
M.
N.
M.'
N.
mibs Caustiaue But I celebrate
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
result of all." O. G. Schaefer and
mine for the first time.
1st pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, '12. 1st. pub. June 21, last pub. July 2, 12 aed Cross Drug Co.
To-wl-

velj
mai
thei

er

Branded
On left Jaw
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 12, 1912, said date being
First Tramp You've got a cold.
10 days after last appearance of this
went
Yes!
I
Second Tramp
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
and
sleep under a wagon last evening,
during the night some one removed by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
the wagon.

Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip

WUOama, H. P.;
Blood, Secretary.

FOR SALE
ery kind.

Inquire

lrat

at Kaaonlo
ple, at T:I0 p. m.

SO

I
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Honda in eaca

momtk

For Sale

A. II. Lorenzen
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Meet
PYTHIAS
OF
KNIGHTS
eonv
A. M
Regular
A
every Monday eve
first ana
munieaUon
nine in Oaatl Hall
'j'-ivthird Tluireday us eaak
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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CAFE

LOBBY
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THOMAS J. MORT JMER

V.mS.ZR- - FLINT,

THE
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BEST AIM ANT AflB
short ORDixa and Rula mNrm

Estray Advertisement
Estfsy Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Nolle U hereby given to whom !t
E
concern that the following de .
f
may concern that the following de- may
waa
by
taken
animal
up
scribed
estray
scribed estray animal waa taken tip by
M.
Win. H. Harria, Jr., Gladstone, N.
J. N. Hughes, Venus, N. M.
e
One black mare, 8 years,
One dark bay, spot In
X n
n r- -i
n
800 lbs..
forehead, stallion, 675 lbs., 134 hands
Branded.
high, 3 years old.
S
On Jeft hip
Branded
-0J Said animal being unknown to this
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unlees claimed by owner on or
Board, unless claimed by owner on or before July 12, 1912, said date being
before July 12, 1912, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this
10 days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
advertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
I
by this Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
owner when found.

Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jay St,
La Cross, Wis., writes that she suffer-.- ,
ed all kinds of pains in her back and

hips on account of kidney troubla and
rheumatism. "I got some of roier
Kidney Pills and etter taking them for
a few days there was a wonderful
change in my case, for the pain entire
ly left my back nd hips and I am
thankful there 'a such a medicine as
Foley Kidney Pills.' O. O. Ssbaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

This la to certify that Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound does not contain
opiates, any habit forming drugs, or
any ingredients that could possibly
harm its users. On the contrary, Its
great healing and soothing qualities
make it a real remedy for coughs,
colds and irritations of the throat,
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuee chest and lungs. The genuine Is in a
for Foley's Honday evenings each month, at Wood yellow package. Ask
and accept no
Tar
and
Compound
ey
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor
substitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red
diaUy Invited to attend. A. M Cross Drug Co.
i
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Se
Everybody reads The Optic.
retary.
--

RETAIL PRICES

M. or More, Each Delivery
LOSS lbs. to MC lbs. Cash Delivery
80S lbs. te IrOOS Iba, Eaot, DeRvery
BS

lbs. to

tS lb,

lash

DePvery

.............

......

. .......

Lees Than M Iba, Each Delivery

toe per 18a ike.
ISo per 1M Iba.
IBS lbs.
Me
per 10S Iba.
Me per 1N Iba.

4e

pr

AGUA PDRA COMPATNY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders

.

I

f
.3jm

Classified ads. search out the people to whom
amonf al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
near of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

of those who MIGHT BUY

i
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BASEBALL

v
4

NOTES
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A

A

Waterbury- U once rnor. t vug
k. ,gu
ctlcut league having taken
over the
New Britain team.
The Winchester franchise
in the
Blue Grass league has been trans-ferred
to Nicholasviiie, Ky.
The Providence club has'sold
er George Harden to he Fort pitchWayne
team In the Central
league.
Injuries to players have very near
put the Lincoln team out of business
In the Western
league pennant race
The Louisville team has been
playing a fancy article of ball since Jack
Hayden succeeded Jack Tighe as
manager of the Colonels.
Topsy Hartsell's first year as a
manager looks all to the dazzle. His
Toledo Mud Hens are
fairly burning
OP the American association.
President Bedees. of th st
Browns, has purchased Pitcher Nap
ier, tne star flipper of the Sherman,
a
league team.
Jack Carney, of Worcester,
captain
and first baseman of the Holy Cross
college team, has Joined the Haver-til- l
New England league team.
John Ganzel's Rochester Cham
pions and Jack Dunn's Baltimore
Birds are putting up a great battle
for the honors in the International
league.
The Ohio Interstate league has
gone on the rocks. Bob Spade, the
famous Cincinnati pitcher, was manager of the Greenville iteam In the
defunct organization.
Pitcher Fittery, of the Anderson
team, holds the season's record of
strike outs In the Carolina association. In a recent game with Greensboro he fanned 13 men.
Inflelder Outhbert Is playing a swell
game for Harry Bay's Bloomington
team In the Three-- I league. He Is
clever in the field and has been hitting well over the .350 mark.
The second base position with the

t,.i.

Texas-Oklahom-

-

Opening of the annual championship tournament of .ebrska Golf association at Oroaha.
Opening of Corn Btlt circuit trotting
meeting at llpestone, Minn.
Bad blood is responsible for most of our ailments, and when from any
Opening of Western Canada Racing
cause it becomes infected
with impurities, humors or poisons, trouble in some circuit meeting at Calgary, Alta.
lorm is sure to follow. Muddy, sallow complexions,
eruptions, pimples, etc.,
Howard Baker vs. Vic Hanson, 15
the bloo(1 13 lnfeet0li witb- humors which have changed rounds at
Salt Lake City, Utah.
It from a pure, fresh stream to a unhealthy
acrid
sour,
fluid, which forces out its
impurities through the pores and glands of the akin. A very common eviFriday
dence of bad blood is sores and ulcers, which break out on the flesh, often
Al Palzer vs. Bombardier Wells, 10
from a very insignificant bruise, or even scratch or abrasion. If the blood
rounds, at Madison Square Garden,
was healthy the place would heal at once; but
being infected with impurities New York.
which are discharged into the .wound, irritation
and inflammation are set
up, the fibres and tissues are broken, and the sore continues until the Frankle Burns vs. Bed Watson, M
blood Is purified of the cause. S. S. 8. Is Nature's
and tonic, rounds at San Francisco.
made entirely from roots, herbs and barks. It goes down into the circulaSaturday
tion and removes every particle of impurity, humor or poison, restores lost
of the IntercolleAnnual
r,egaUa
and
tones
vitality,
steadily
up the entire system. S. S. S. neutralizes any
at
association
excess of acid in the blood, making
Rowing
giate
it pure, fresh and healthy, and permanently cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, Boils, and all other skin
N. Y.
eruption or disease. Book on the blood and any medical advice free.
Olympic games at Stockholm begin
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA. with
events.

tiofed)ot2)o BAD BLOOD

1

er

Pough-keepal-

g

Salina team in the Central Kansas
league seems to be "jlnkoed." Three
men Including Manager Lamb have
been injured at the middle sack this
season.
George Winter, the
pitcher, is managing it he St. John team
and Bob Ganley, formerly of Washington, is captain of the Frederlcton
team in the New Brunswick-Maine

league.

They call Second Baseman De Haven, of the Grand Forks team the
Johnny Evers of the Central Internalive
tional league. De Haven is
wire all right and In"1 the j:?me every minute.
The Roanoke club has refused to
sell Pitcher Bert Gardin until after
the close of the Virginia league season. Manager Griffith, of the Washington team, has put in a bid for the
winning heaver.
During the second inning of a recent double-heade- r
between Yazoo
in ithe Cotton
City and Columbus
States league, the Columbus catcher
was hurt and there was no one to
take his place. The Yazoo City catch
er volunteered to keep the game go
ing and caught for both teams for

'

Delaware state championship tennis
sixteen innings, Yazoo City winning tournament opens at Wilmington.
both games.
Central states championship tennis
tournament opens at St. Louis.
Opening of third annual Boston
aviation beet at Squantum Field.
CALENDAR OF SPORTS
motorcycle
Opening of three-da- y
FOR THE WEEK
race meeting at Brighton Beach, N. Y.
Ray Bronson vs. Harry Brewer, 10
f rounds, at Indianapolis.
Monday
Billy Allen vs. Joe Bayley, 10 rounds
Opening of annual lawn bowling at Bassano, Alberta.
tourney at Niagara Falls, Ont.
South Atlantic states tennis chamKNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN
.
pionship tournament opens at Augusta,
Ga.
Toronto, Ont,, Juiy 24. The InterPacific states championship tennis national convention of the Knights of
tournament opens at Santa Cruz, Cal. St. John began In this city today and
British open golf championship tour- vill continue until Thursday evening.
It Is estimated that not fewer than
nament begins at Mulrfield.
Joe Mandot vs. Willie Ritchie, 0 20,000 delegates and visitors are In
attendance, representing all parts of
rounds, at New Orleans.
Canada and- the United States. The
Tuesday
Start of the French Grand Prix au- morning was taken up with a visit in
tomobile road race over the Dieppe a body to St Michael's Cathedral,
where high mass was celebrated. La
circuit
Opening of the Lake Erie Circuit ter the delegates assembled in Canadian Foresters' hall for the formal
trotting meeting at Coshocton, O,.
Addresses
Mike Gibbon vs. "Kid" Stoin, 10 opening of the convention.
were delivered by Archbishop O'Con
rounds at New York.
nor, Sir James Whitney, Mayor Geary
Wednesday
Finish of the French Grand Prls au- and others. The regular business of
tomobile road race over the Dieppe the convention will be taken up tomorrow morning.
circuit.
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Incorporation.
company of
The Mines and Me-.aSocorro Med incorporation papers today, the capitalization being $120,000
divided
into 1,200 shares, and the
statutory agent, Harry M. Dougherty
of Socorro.
The incorporators are:
J. L. Terry, John A, McDonald, W.
R. Dobson, James Redmond and Josand H. M.
eph Brown of Kelly,

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
T

Santa Fe, N. M.. June 24. State
Treasurer O. N. Marron has received
from Game Warden T. C. de Baca
121 for the ' game protection fund
and from the Wells Fargo Express
company $806.95.
Uniform 8ystem of Accounting.
Traveling Auditor Earnest and his
assistants are preparing forms for
the new systems of accounting which

Dougherty.

The Battleship Mining company
also filed Incorporation papers, the
capitalization being $500,000 divided
into 500,000 shares. The paid up capital is $2,000, the general offices are
at Phoenix, Arizona, and the New
Mexico office at Lordsburg, Grant
county, with Frank R. Coon as statutory agent The Incorporators and
directors are: R. M. Henningsen, 600
shares, Los Angeles; Frank Oliver,
600 shares, Los Angeles; James T.
O'Hara, 600 shares, Lordsburg; Drew
Pruitt and E. Oliver of Los Angeles,
each 100 shares.
Insurance Company Examined.
P. M. A. Lienau, assistant commissioner of insurance of New Mexico,
has just released the report on the
Amarillo
National Life Insurance
company of Amarillo, Texas. He examined the company and as a result
of the examination the company will
change Its management. Following
Is the letter sent to the company:
June 14, 1912.
Amarillo National Life Insurance Co.,
Amarillo, Texas.
Gentlemen: The report of the examination of your company by the Insurance departments of Texas and
New Mexico, Is no doubt In your
hands by this time.
It shows that the company has
been mismanaged
to a remarkable
degree and brings forth an absolute
lack of knowledge of proper business
methods and of the law. The declaring of a 10 per cent dividend on your
capital stock is Inexcusable and such
methods go far towards shaking confidence so necessary to . Insurance

are to be introduced under the new
law. The forms will all be ready by
July 1.
New State Engineer. .
J. A. French, of Dona Ana county.
who will succeed Starte Engineer C.
D. Miller, left today for El Paso,
Tex.,
where he will take about a month
to write up his notes for the reclamation service and before assuming the
duties of his new position.
Road Building.'
State Engineer Charles D. Miller
has returned from Magdalena, much
pleased wtth the work on the road
from Socorro to Magdalena and beyond. The camp Is now 25 miles
west of Magdalena and will reach
Datil before the present appropria
tion is exhausted. It will then take
$10,000 more to finish the highway to
the Arizona boundary, of which So
corro, counfy is prepared to furnish
one-na-

-

'

companies.

;

Due credit
will be given to tha
t
present officers in their
make a sound institution out of the
company.

There are many recommendations
in the report and we must insist that
they be fully complied with.
Kindly acknowledge receipt of the
report and your acceptance of the
same. Yours very truly.
JACOBO CHAVEZ,
Superintendent of Insurance.
Nestor Montoya
Nestor Montoya has been reappointed deputy coal oil inspector by
Coal Oil Inspector Frank Lopez.
Arrested by Mounted Pollcs.
Sergeant J. W. Collier of tb
mounted police, last night at Albuquerque arrested A. L. Jellison on the
charge of obtaining money under
false pretense.
Road Building.

Engineer MerriwMber of the state
roads department, has Tad,, out the
- nearocg wim Sllve?-City- ,
roaa
GranP'Wy, and ha a force
on it, unkr the supof men at
wj
Carles
ervision cf
Morrill, and will
spend $2,00i derived from the forest
of Grant couJftebuilQ this road.
X

connf-

a sprained ankl may as a rule be
cured In from three to four days by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment and

observing the directions with each
bottle. Forale by all dealers.

FOR TfiE CHILDREN
ALSO

QUICK

OR BROWN PERSONS

SAFE

NOOtlATES

.

RELIABLE

MO NARCOTICS
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foleyis hoiieymbtar
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may go)
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA v, ici often means a sudden fatality. Keep TOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always is. tit
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Kefuse substitutes.

A--

O." G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.
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It contains the latest news from the Flynn and
your friends back home, until after the Fourth
Johnson camps and your acquiantances will want to read it, because
of July.
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Have the paper started with tomorrow night's issue. If you are going on a vacation trip
this summer let The Optic follow you. Subscription price by mail is 50 cents a month.
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She Did It With

HART

e
Her library was a
things of cherry, birch and oak.
The rocking chair was shabby and the bookcase was a joke.
But now the room is charming; every piece is Flemish Black;
She did It without help with just one can of
hodge-podg-

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
st th Opera Bar.

SCHAFFHER

JAP-A-LA-

Complete sets of furniture finished uniformly in Walnut,
are very decorative and attractive.
Mahogany

Passengers to Harvey's Wednesday. Please telephone Wain 385.

JAP-A-LA- C

0k,

Cherry, or

PHONE flAIN 379

CLOTHES

,

CAMPOELLS SOUPS
Enough to serve fourpersons. They come in the following kinds:
I HQ
C! icier. Gumbo, Tomato, Pea, Mock Turtle, .Vegetable,
B3ui:k.-- .Mulligatawney, etc., per can
. This is Straight Eastern Price.

Oi

o.;
Oi
t
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N

i i

TE DAVIS
CASH GROCER.

Hit

ft

it

.'THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY'

r

H

' THAT DELICIOUS BEVERAGE

j
li.T

S ISLANDS
"Pare Unfermented"

Its

Golden Catawba Grape Juice
ft

IT IS GREAT
M

I

to

'

to

J.

H,

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

Finch's Oolden Wedding Rye. aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
Panama sailors, tailor made hats
to you. At the Lobby, ot course.
and a full line of summer goods, all THIRTY PERISH IN
at cost to close out my stock. 609
Hilario Tafoya, aged 21 years, and
Sixth Btreet Mrs. L. p. Wright.
Carlota Maestas, aged 19 years, ap
NIAGARA RIVER
e
plied Saturday afternoon for a
Abel Garcia of Pueblo Colorado aplicense. They are both residents
plied this morning for $4 bounty on
of Las Vegas.
two coyotes killed by him the latter MEMBERS
O' A f RATERNAL OR
part of last week near his home In
GANIZATION DUOWN VtHUE
Typewriters, adding machines, and Precinct 48.
cash registers, cleaned, repaired or reON A 9rn:c
built J. A. d'Orsay, expert repairman
White
Kitchen, directly opposite
will be In the city for ten days and
Buffalo, N. y., June 24. Up t j noon
w!U look after your needs In this lino. Harvey house, home cooking, home
made bread and butter, cleanliness, today sixteen bodies had been recov
Recommended by United States gov
proprie- ered from the Niagara river at Eagle
ernment. Underwood Typewriter com good service. Gus Lehmann,
'
tor.
Park, the scene of last night's drown
pany, Kansas City Southern railway
ing tragedy and the official list of
and others. Phone Vegas 106 or call
at A, P. Moran's curio store, Sixth St The dance, planned by the Fort- Identified dead and missing reached a
nightly club for Tuesday evening 1p total of thirty.
The disaster occurred on the west
Jack Sheppard, who was arrested the Fraternal Brotherhood hall has
been called oft, and the regular dance
shore of Grand Island, about ten
Friday evening by Night Officer will be run
by the proprietors of the miles below Buffalo. More than one
Pierce Murphy on the charge of vag
dance hall. The Fortnightly- - bunch is
hundred persons were thrown Into
rancy, waa arraigned before Judge D.
to secure another hall.
R. Murray Saturday afternoon and planning
the Niagara river by the collapse of
an excursion dock.
sentenced to 30 days In the city cool
The 'probate court was in session
The identified dead are:
er, the prisoners of which are at the
case being the
today, a,
MRS. ARTHUR MAYER.
present time busy, weeding the order of guardianship
business. Mrs. L. H. John
streets. Vagrants are not being tolMRS. JOHN HAYS.
son of Aepen, Colo., daughter of the
erated by the city polloel officials, and
MRS. LILLIE KELLOGG.
late Mrs. Laura McCall, asked that
if hoes don't move on Its 30 days for
CELIA KELLY, 9 years old.
the coart set a dato for the probating
them.
MRS. AGNES S. GALLAGHER.
of the last will and testament of her
In
the terror and ..confusion of the
Mrs.' Johnson and Matt McThe Isis new picture theater in mother,
vvwwe Belmraleu
Call, a voun bov. are the onlv heirs.
front of the Jce and water building on
18 faInt hope that 80me of
and
there
and at the time of the probation of the'
Douglas avenue will open this week. will
the guardian of the son will be ln0Be 11Btea tts ml88lnS may De Iouna
It Is our desire to please you. The
today. Tnere seems little doubt,
named..
pictures will be ithe latest and best,
however, that the list of dead will
with new ones each day. Nothing
.
at least twenty.
be
of
violation
the
Charged with the
offensive, nothing that you have seen city ordinance
The section of the dock which gave
that threquiring
before.
Just a little different. Just drivers of all vehicles kepo on the way was about 50 feet in length and
a little better each day. New faces
right side of the road, the drler of 25 feet In width. The medical exam
In the pictures. We will appreciate
the delivery wagon of the Askeraiac iner who examined the wreckage at
your patronage. We will try and be dairy was arrested this morning by dawn found that many of the broken
worthy of your friendship and help. Chief of Police Ben Coles. He was tak- planks were rotten and that directly
Come and see us. We will let you en
before Judge D. R. Murray but beneath the collapsed portion of the
know through The Optic when the
later released, this being his first of- structure there were no supporting
opening night will bo.
fense.
However, in the future the piles.
- - r
Boats were sent down the river
of
first offense will be no explea
A downpour of rain, that for a short cuse for the violation of this law and from Eagle Park early today to retime made the streets look like small a fine of from 10 to $50 will ne im- cover bodies. A mile below the landrivers, occurred last evienlng shortly posed on the offender. This law will ing there is a reef running several
before 10 o'clock, continuing In a be
out into the river, which
strictly enforced In the business hundred feet
drizzle during the greater part of the sections of the
city. Tre offica-- s say with a shore swing of the current,
night The rainfall, as registered at they did not learn the name of the forms a natural basin and Into this
the New Mexico Normal Untversity Ackerman
ltis believed the bodies will be car
dairy.
volunteer
weather
observatory,
ried.
0
amounted to .80 Inches, which is un'
The excursionists were members
MRS. MALOOF DEAD
usually heavy. A rain storm was
Mrs. Sunata Maloof, wife of xObaido and friends of Court Amherst Lodge
threatened all day yesterday, but a
died
afternoon at No. 232, Foresters of America, who
Maloof,
light wind kept the rain clouds on the 12:30 o'clock yesterday
They
home were on their annual outing.
Maloof
at the
move, and nothing more than a few
on the West side. Mrs. Maloof had were taken to Eagle Park on board
scattered drops fell during the day.
been an invalid for the past two the steamer Henry Koerber and the
Thie rainfall was general and of great
The boats
was 50 years of age, being barge Lottie Koerber.
benefit to the farm land and range In years. She
of Zahle, Mt. Lebanon, Syria. were warping into the dock to take
native
a
thla section.
She' came to America with her hus- on passengers for the return trip
band, 20 years ago, locating In Chi- when the crowd began to gather on
cago. They, have been residents of the dock.
Las Vegas for the past 15 years. Be
sides her husbaad Mrs. Maloof is survived by five daughters and four
There is no real need of anyone besons, the oldest of whom s 27 years ing troubled with constipation. Chamof age and the youngest three years. berlain's Tablets will cause an agreethe bowels without
The funeral occurred this afternoon able movement of
Give them a
effect.
any
unpleasant
It's really cheaper to Bend us
Our
of
3
Church
o'clock
at
from the
trial. For sale by all dealers.
all the big, heavy flat pieces
Lody of Sorrows. Interment was In
in .your family washing and
Mount Calvary cemetery. The pallhave us wash and Iron them,
bearers were Peter Basleer, A. Gonand then do the few remainzales, S. Ase, Jose Fidel, J. Fram and
ing pieces at home yourself,
Abraham Flyhan.
than to bother with a washerIn

Supreme in Tailoring, Value, Fit,
Fabric and Style,,
in fact the H. S.
and M. mark of
excellence stands
for everything yc
should demand in
a suit This Same
Par Excellence is
Manifest in every
make of suit we
handle. Dont fail
to look us over.

mar-rlag-

GREENBERGER
PUT THIS CHAIR
ON YOUR PORCH

I

The broad rush fibres in it are tough and elastic.
You'll find it fts youas comfortably as if it were padded
to your measure yet it has the coolness you want in summer
furniture.
You'll find too that the tough fibres will endure all kinds
of storms and rough weather, and without special care will last
for years.
It isn't fair tdouf ndoor furniture(to put it to the test of
r
weather. Put ou t two or 'three of these good
chairs
where they'll be handy to drop into at the end of a tired day
and see how much more pleasure you get out of life.
,
,
Only a little to pay.

-

out-doo-

From 03.0O to 05.00
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Every visitor in Las Vegas fo call
upon us. Bring your friends. Our store
is one of the show places of Vegas.

ROBERT J. TAURERT
Maker of Uncommon Jewlery.

The Home ol The Best of Everything Eatable

7
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'
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'
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We are Receiving a Fresh Line of Vegetables
Every Day, The Following are Some:
Green Onions
Radishes
Lettuce
' Asparagus
Bunches
Soup
Parsley
Kohlrabi
Beets
Turnips
Cucumbers Cauliflour
Carrots
Peas
Cabbage'1
Rhubarb
Tomatoes
Wax & Green Beans

S
V

t

:

i

ALSO FRUITS :
CHERRIES, California and New Mexico
GOOSEBERRIES

APRICOTS

t

We Have Received a Shipment

I

OF FRESH COMB HONEY

i

AT THE GRAAF

8

HAYVARD CO. STORE

tals but little for the entire lot
tablecloths, towels,
napkins, handkerchiefs, etc.
These articles are washed wonderfully clean and white by our
process, and are ironed with a
fine finish.
Take advantage of the service.

I
I

Old papers for sale.

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry
Pboae Mtin 81

617 DougUt

OPTIC'S

Furnished house In the
country for the Bummer montu.".
Address B., Optic.
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FERNDELL

J

NUT

WRITE
WHOLES A I, K

LUMP

A N D R E;TA I L
PhonmMalaai

PRESERVES

FOR RENT

Are there any Insects on Your Plants?

5StrSeetth

If

Sow1

Use Nothing But

Optic office

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

Art

10c per
EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

TRY; AN AD. IN THE

JAM AND

i

i

dred soldiers have deserted the provisional regiment since1 it started on the
trial march from Dubuque, It waa said
herde today wlen 25 deserters were
brought Into Camp Randall in irons.
The 2,000 soldiers today broke camp
at Camp Randall where they have
teen for the last four days and resumed the march to Sparta.

of sheets,

i
t

i

SOLDIERS DESERT
Madison, Wis., June 24. Two hun-

to-

We have some tobacco powder
knock the bugs.

i

utFJNSld AOtNTB FOR

Saves Money

woman.
Our charge for this service

c. jowjSEfj a son
iOOSIER KITCHEN CAEUIETS

This Service

1

!

M

&

LUDWIG Wm. 1LFELD

uance Tuesday night at the Ar
mory. Best hall In the city.
orchestra.
Slmf-son'-

When a delicious dish of soup can be prepared in five minutes
from one can of
.

Jap-a-la- c

that is just the thing to

PERRY ONION & SON
SEEDSMEN

&

FLORISTS

They Are Pure

told by

BOUCHER

lb. Sack

1-- 2

MAN

There's a Reason

"The Store of Satisfaction"
121

SHOOTS
N.

HIMSELF"
24.

ing that it might have been a suicide.
battered down the hack door of the
place and went in. Glaninnl was
found in a pool of his own blood, and
seeing that the wound was one of ,
large extent, and possibly a serious
one, medical aid waa called at once,
and the wounded man taken to St
Joseph's hospital, where at last reports he waa resting easy.
The matter was investigated by the,
police, for the first report was- that'
the grocer had attempted suicide, but
they declare this waa absolutely unfounded, and that there was no doubt
but what the shooting waa an acc-

;

Fili- -

Albuquerque,
berto Glaninnl, who operates a small
saloon and grocery on North Third
street, shot himself In the leg yesterday afternoon, sustaining painful but

not serious injuries. Glaninnl had
closed his saloon the evening before,
and yesterday went down to the place
to sweet) out and clean up, preparatory
to the opening today. He locked the
door and went about his work. Some
time In the afternoon Tie either at
tempted to draw a pistol from his
rlgh hip pocket, or else attempted to
return the weapon after he had drawn
it, when the gun went off. The bul- ident
let seared down the fleshy part of his

-

leg.

Passersby heard the shot and think

Old papers for sale.

Optle office.
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